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Abstract: In this note we compare two recent methods of convergence acceleration 
the first one introduced by Thron and Waadeland [13], and further developed by 
Jacobsen and Waadeland [4,5]. 
for ordinary continued fractions, 
Brezinski [l], the second one by 
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1. Introduction and notations 
In this note we discuss the relationship between the method of Thron and Waadeland 
[13]-Brezinski [l] (see also Jacobsen [3]) and the method of Jacobsen and Waadeland [4,5] for 
accelerating the convergence of ordinary continued fractions. We consider the continued fraction 
for which lim, _ San = a # 0 and lim n ~ ,b, = b. We define 6, := a, - a and pLn := b, - b and so 
we have lim 6 = lim 
n-3o ” 
._,pL,=O. We a ssume that the characteristic equation associated with 
(1): 
x2+bx-a=0 
has the roots ,wi and w2 with 1 w, 1 < 1 w2 I. Under these conditions the continued 
converges in @ = @ U { KI}. If we denote by S, the linear fractional transformation 
then it is easy to prove that 
xnb4 = 
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where A, and B,,, are defined by 
A -1 = 1, A,=O, B_, =O, B,=l, 
A, = &,A,_, + arnAme2, B, = b,,,B,,_l + a,B,_2, m21. 
The nth approximant f,, of the continued fraction (1) is defined by f, = S,(O) = AJB,,. A, and 
B, are called the n th numerator and n th denominator of (l), respectively. The n th tail f’“’ is 
given by 
The value f of the continued fraction (1) is defined by 
f= lim f, = lim S,(O). 
n--t= n*cO (2) 
The classical way to evaluate the continued fraction (1) is by calculating S,(O) for a sufficiently 
large n. For the cases when convergence in (2) is slow and f # co, methods were developed to 
accelerate the convergence. In most of these methods the approximation S,(O) is replaced by 
S,(w (“)) where the sequence { w(“)} from c is chosen in such a way that S,( w(‘)) converges 
faster to f than S,(O). The procedure of replacing the sequence S,,(O) by the sequence S,,( w(“‘)) is 
called a modification of the continued fraction. For the continued fraction (1) the choice 
w(“) = wi for all n leads to convergence acceleration, i.e., 
sh,j -f 
!% S,,(O) -f = O 
if f# cc (see [12]; the proof is based on the relation f = S,( f cn)) together with the fact that 
lim n+Mf(n)= w,). 
In this note we show the equivalence of the following two convergence acceleration methods: 
in a recent paper Brezinski [I] discusses successive modifications of the type described above. To 
do this he constructs a new continued fraction K(ci,,/t?,) for which 
im(0) = S,(w,), m >/ 1. 
Under certain conditions this new continued fraction is again limit periodic and of the same 
form as (1). The same convergence acceleration procedure can now be applied to K( ri,,/&,), and 
e(n) so, assuming that the tails S of the new continued fraction satisfy lim, _ __fCn) = +i, it is easy 
to see that SV( \i)i) converges faster than S,( w,). 
Another line of approach was taken by Waadeland and Jacobsen [4,5]: since lim. ~ mf(n) = w, 
we may write 
f Cn) = w, + cn (4) 
with lim n-C&n = 0. Based on (4) they define a modification S,,( w, + C,) where P, is chosen such 
that lim C n-m n /Cn = 1. Furthermore they prove that under certain conditions this new modifica- 
tion converges faster than S,,( w,). 
In this note we prove that Sn( wi + ;,) = $+,( G1). We shall construct a continued fraction 
K( ii,/&,) with approximants S,,, I( Gl) and a continued fraction K( a^,/&) with approximants 
S,( w1 + C,). These continued fractions will turn out to be equivalent. 
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Moreover we shall prove the result for a general continued fraction K( a,,/&) whereas in the 
original papers [1,4-51 b, = 1 for all n (or a,, = 1 for all n). 
We need the following general result (Bernoulli problem): if ( C,, } and { D,? } are sequences of 
complex numbers such that 
c-, = 1, c,=o, D_, =o, D,= 1, 
C,,Q_, - C,_,D, f 0, n > 0, 
then there exists a uniquely determined continued fraction K( c,/d,) with 
denominator D, for all n. Moreover 
c, = c,, d, =D,, 
LID,, - c,Q-, 
‘,= C,_,D,_, - C’_,D,_, ’ d, = 
GD,-2 - cn-24 
C,zp,D,-, - C,_,D,_, ’ 
(see [6]). Using this it is possible to construct from (1) a new continued 
which 
&(o) = s,( wcrn,>, m > 1 
for arbitrary IQ(~) E Q= such that a,,, - w~(~~‘)b~ - w(~-~)w(“‘) # 0 for all 
yields that from (5) we get: 
n th numerator C, and 
n>,2 (5) 
fraction K( Z,/&,,) for 
m. Some algebra then 
a”, = a,, d, = b, + w(l), a”, = a2 - w(“b, - w(uw(2), 6, = b, + w(‘). 
ii, = a,_, 
a, - w(“-“b _ W(n-I)w,(n) 
an-1 - ,+:,,;, _ w(n-2)w(n-1) ’ 
J Z/J + ,(n) _ W(n-2) a, 
- w(n-l)b _ W(n-l)W(n) 
n ” - #2)bn;, _ W(n-2)W(n-l) ’ 
II > 2. 
an-1 
This is known as the Bauer-Muir transformation of (1) with respect to { w, } (see [ll]). 
2. Proof of the main result 
2.1. The method of Jacobsen and Waadeland 
First of all we look in some more detail at the method developed by Jacobsen and Waadeland 
[4,5] and independently (under stronger conditions) by Lembarki [7]. From the recurrence 
relation satisfied by the tails: 
f (n-*) = a,/( b, + f’“’ ) 
and (4) it is easy to deduce that cn satisfies 
wren + (b, + w1 + q,)q-, = 8, - w,pn 
from some n on. Using the methods described in [4,5] it is now easy to prove that if 
lim 8, - WlP-L, 
6 
=t 1, n*r: n-l - WlP.,-1 
(6) 
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then we have 
lim 
4 - W'P, 
= h + Wl + w,t,. 
I1’X E n-1 
Based on this relation we define 
8 
E^, = 
,I + 1 - WlPn+l 
b n+l + WI + Will 
(7) 
where we assume that b,, + w, + w,t, Z 0 for all n. Using this leads to convergence acceleration: 
WV, + c> -f 
!E-L SJW,) -f =O 
if f# cc (see [445,8-lo]). Now we construct a continued fraction K( a^,,/&,) for which 
iJO) = S,,(W’ +&J, m >, 1. 
Therefore we define 
a_, =l, a,=o, & _] =o, &=l, 
a,, =A, + (W’ + q&l,_‘, ~~=B,+(w,+i,)B,_,, m>l. 
If we assume that S,(w’ + <,) f S,+,(w, + tm+’ ) for all m, then from (5) we get after some 
calculations: 
2’ = a,, 
,. a, = w,t,c, n - (W’ + i’)i,, 
6, = b’ + w, + i’, & = b, + w, + P,, 
u^,, = a,_, (W’ + in-‘)i, - w,t,i,_, 
( W’ + in_&_’ - w,t,i,_, ’ 
6, = b,, + w’ + i, - (w’ + EI,_*) 
( W’ + i,_‘)i, - W’t,<,-’ 
(W’ + in-#,-’ - Wltltn-* . 
2.2. The method of Brezinski 
For Brezinski’s method we proceed in two steps. First we construct the continued fraction 
K( ci,,/&) with approximants S,( w’). Next we construct K( ii,,/&,,) with approximants $,+,( a,). 
If we define 
k-,-l, k,=o, B-,=0, &=l, 
k, = A, + W’Am-1, B,=B,+w,B,_~, m31, 
we get from (5) 
Li, = U’, 6, = b’ + w’, 
Li, = a,_, 
a, - w,b,, - w; 
a,_, - W’b,_’ -w: 
a+&-w’(b+p.,)-w: 6, - Wljln 
= an-’ a + I?,_, - w,(b + pn_‘) - w; = an-’ S,_’ - W’P.,_’ ’ 
@a> 
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and similarly, 
b,, = b, + w, - w, 
4 - WlP., 
Ll - WlPL,-1 * 
@b) 
If (6) is satisfied, then we have from (8) 
lim ci, = at,, lim bn = b + w, - w,t,. 
,1 + 00 n--rrr, 
Hence the continued fraction K( ci,/&) is limit periodic. Let us assume that t, # 0 (if t, = 0 then 
this continued fraction converges super-linearly [l] and in most cases does not need to be 
accelerated; see also [2]). The characteristic equation associated with K(ci,/&) is given by 
x2 + (b + w, - wlt,)x - at, = 0 
and it has the roots w,t, and w2 with 1 wlt, 1 < 1 w2 1. Hence 6, = w,t, and K(c?,,/~~) satisfies 
the same conditions as K(a,/b,) and so we can accelerate the convergence of this continued 
fraction using the same method as for K(a,/b,,) : $(yltl) converges faster to f than $(O) = 
S,( w,). Now we construct a continued fraction K( tin/b,) for which 
s],(O) = S*+i(W&, m 3 1. 
With 
k’_,=l, A,=o, B-,=0, &=l, 
k, =A,+, + Witik,, B* = B,,, + w,t$,, m 3 1, 
and assuming that im( wi ti) f $ m+l(~lfl) for all m, we get from (5): 
ii, = a,(b, + w, + w,t,), 
. . 
a2 = (w& - (w, + t,)&)(bj + w, + WA), 
407 
i;l=(bl+wW1+~~)(b,+wl+w,tl), 
b, + w, + w,c, 
i;z=(b2+w1+i2)b +w +w t , 
2 1 1 1 
ii, = a,_, 
( wl + i,_l)C, - w,t,i,_l b,,,, + w, + w,t, 
(w, + Q,_,)i,_, - w,t,i,_, b,-, + w, + w,t, ’ 
b,,+w,+Eln-(~,+Cn_2) 
(w, + in_& - w,t,i,_, b,+, + w, + w,t, 
(w, + E^n-2)E,-, - w,t,<,_, b,+w,+w,t, ’ 
2.3. The equivalence 
It is now easy to see that the relation between these two convergence acceleration methods is 
given by 
s,(w, +&J = $+i(WiQ, n >, 1. (9) 
If we define 
b 
r,=l, r, = b, + w, + w,t,, n+1+ w1+ w1t1 
‘-, = b, + w, + w,t, ’ n 3 2, 
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and hence the two continued fractions K( S,,/&,) and K( a^,,/&) are equivalent. This means that 
$(O) = $(O) for all n, and this proves (9). 
Remark. The continued fraction K( a^,/&) (or K( ii,/&,)) is again limit periodic if the following 
limit exists: 
If it is different from zero the continued fraction K(a^,/&) satisfies the same conditions as 
K(u,/b,) and the convergence can again be accelerated (see [S-lo]). 
In general, let us define for n = 1, 2,. . . a sequence of approximants wp’, k = 1, 2, _ . . to f’“’ 
by 
w;“’ zz w 
1, 
t, = lim “+l - w,(bn+, WI) 
won + WI> ’ t-+30 a, - 
(n) = a,+l + wpp:n-)lt,_, 
wk 
b + wk-l (n+l) + w,t,_, ’ 
t, = lim an+’ - wp b,,, + wp+‘) ( > 
ntl n-cc an - wk (“-l)(bn+w(kd) ’ k’2 
where we assume that all the limits exist and are different from zero. If we define a sequence of 
continued fractions K(aLk)/bLk)) with nth approximant Sik)(0) by 
a(i) = d n n, b(l)= t),, Vn, n 
S,“(O) = $(:;‘)(W&& VIZ, k = 2, 3,. . . , 
then it is possible to prove using induction that S,( WY’) = S,‘:,“( W1tk_i) for all k > 2. 
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